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Abstract

Radioisotope tracers have many advantages in industrial
trouble-shooting and studies on process kinetics. The
applications are mainly of tuio types: one leading to qualitative
(Ves or No type) information and the other to quntitative
characterisation of flow processes through mass balance
considerations and flow models. "Yes or No" type methods ar&
mainly used for leakage and blockage locations in pipelines and
in other industrial systems and also for location of water
seepage zones in oil wells.

Flow measurements in pipelines and mercury inventory in
electrolytic cells are good examples of tracer methods using the
mass balance approach. Axial dispersion model and Tanks-in-Serles
model are the two basic flow models commonly used with tracev
methods for the characterisation of kinetic processes. Examples
include studies on flow processes in sugar crystal 1isers as well
as in a precalcinator in a cement plant.



I. Introduction

Radioisotope tracers* by virtue of their special
characteristics are ideally suited for fast diagnosis of faults
in operating industrial systems and for studying the kinetics of
industrial processes. The radioactive tracer methodology is ofter.
applicable for 'on-streani1 application without having to shut-
down normal operations.

There are tuo types of radiotracer methodologies. One is
aimed at obtaining qualitative (Yes or No) or semi-quant;^at i v*
information. Here the radiotracer is injected into one part of an
industrial system and its appearance in another part o+ thf?
system is monitored for radioactivity. The detection or otherm.se
of the tracer is directly interpreted for fault diagnosis. In +*••••*
second type of applications, the input function of the tr-ace^ 13
related to its output function through simple mass balance- nr •*
suitable flow model.

II. Yes or No Type Applications

This group of a°&li cations covers <* wide range, but M.p
following are representative of the Potentialities.

1. Leak detection and
~J. Blockage location
3. Location of water seepage rones in oil wells

II.1 Leak detection and location

This is probably the most common of radiotracer
applications in industrial trouble-shooting. Detection of iea* *
if any, is unambiguously achieved by injecting the radioactive
tracer in the part suspected to be leaking and monitoring for the
tracer in the suspected part. Care should be taken to inject
adequate quantity of the tracer so that the lowest suspected leak
rate will result in tr-^cer detection. Otherwise the
interpretation of non-detection of tracer will no longer be
unambiguous.

Location of actual leak position is a little more
complicated as the monitoring procedure needs to be designed to
suit each specific application. Fallowing examples are
i1lustrat ive.



II.1.1 Leak detection in buried pipelines

There are many methods of leak detection in buried
pipelines. Some are

-"Radiotracer-Detector Pig" Method
-"Velocity drop" Method
-"Tracer patch Migration" Method

II.1.1.1 Radiotracei—Detector Pig Method

This method is suitable for location of leaks in piggable
pipelines (dia > 20 cm). The general procedure is as follows:

The suspected section (upto a few km) of the buried
pipeline is isolated with jumpers provided to the fore and af':
sections (fig.l). Small trenches Are dug upto the pipeline a+
several points along the line in which small sealed sources of
gamma emitting cobalt-60 or cesium-137 are placed as "marker"
sources. The section is then filled with water along with the
radiotracer (usually Br-S2 as NH,. Br>. The section is then

pressurised to the line's normal operational level and held at
that pressure for a few hours to allow adequate labelled water to
leak to enable easy detection. The line is then depressurised and
is washed with fresh water till f fie radiation level at the
exposed psrt of the section returns to near background levels.
Then a pig loaded with a detector-recorder package is sent
through the line using water pressure. The pig is recovered at
the other end and the tape is =>layed on to a strip-chart recorder
through a pulse integrating circuit. Fig.2 show- a typical
record. The time elapsed between two marker peaks gives the speed
of the detector Pig from which the aosi tion of the leai- ) =
located.

Application

A few years back, a large sca^e investigation was carried
out to locate leaks in s 140 km long buried crude oil pipeline in
Western India. During the pre-commissioning trials, the pipeline
was found to be leaky in a few sections. The radiotracer method
described above was applied to the pipeline divided into seven
sections. Five leaks were detected in about six weeks time (I).
The size of leak varied from about 20 ml/min to 200 ml/rnin. The
economic benefits from the investigation were estimated to be
considerable; $3001000 alone in investigation casts.

Another example is the detection of a small leak (about
40 ml/min) in the 200 km long buried Eombay-Poona pipeline
carrying petroleum products from Bombay refineries to the Poona
distribution terminal.



II.1.1.2 Velocity-Drop Method

This method weas found useful in the case of large leaks
which cause significant fall in the velocity of flow after the
leak. Here, a pulse injection of the tracer is made into the flow
line and the tracer passage is monitored at feasible points hy
locating gamma ray detectors in trenches dug upto the pipeline.
Once the section in which a fall in velocity is defected, the-
suspected section can be further narrowed down by repeating the
t<?st with a larger number of detectors in that section.

Applicat ion

The method was applied to
a 300 m long buried water main
main was carrying treated water
boiler with considerable loss of

locate the position of a leak j r.
in a dyestuff factory (2>. Th«=
from a filtration plant to e

due to the leal-:.

Fig. 3 shows the alignment of the main and the p , t-
positions. The first tracer test luif- N9-24 as Na.-CO^ indicated &

sharp fall in the velocity after pit
repeated with additional Pits oetwee^ 5
between pits 5A & 5E.

no. 5. When the tes* was
& 6. the leaf- was located

In addition, the leal- was found to be the source of a
nearby pond.

II.1.1.3 Tracer Patch Migration Method

This metnod is useful for minute &&l-<z in small diameter
«non-piggable) Pipelines. The technique consists of injecting the
radiotracer at the inlet of the pipeline, already filled u,itl.
water, while keeping the outlet end blinded and observing the
movement of the tracer patch at suitably placed trenches. The
line is maintained at constant pressure throughout the test by
continued replenishment of water- lost through leakage. Under
these static conditions- the tracer would fail to appear beyond
the leak.

Application

The technique was applied to a 1(3 cm dia, 2 km long
pipeline carrying naphtha from an oil refinery to a chemical
industry in Bombay. The line was filled with water and blinded At
the refinery end. Pits were placed at about 16 m spacing along
the line. 3.5 mCi of Br-82 as IMH, Er was injected into the

pipeline and was
travelled with a

pressurised
reasonably

to about 4 kg/cm*. The tracer patch
steady speed of about 70 m/h to a



distance of 1.5 km and failed to progress any further. The
suspected section was then dug up and the leak mas visually
located. The leak rate-mas about 15 1/min.

II.1.2 Leak Detection in Industrial Systems

Tuio examples are given here:

II.1.2.1 Nylon Intermediates Plant

Charlton et al <3) used Argon-41 to sort out a leak
detection problem in a nylon intermediates plant. Gaseous
products from two reactors were fed to an absorber column. The
absorber (fig.4) was protected from excess pressure by two
control valves VI &V2, one for each reactor. Excess flaring rates
indicated that one or both the valves was "passing".

A pulse injection of Argon-41 was made into the relief
line downstream of valve VI and data from detectors Dl, D2 & D3
were used to compute the volume f low rates down the individual
relief lines and down the flare stack. The flow in the common
line was much more than that down the line from reactor 1, thus
suggesting that valve V2 was responsible for excess flaring. This
was confirmed by a further test with tracer injected at point 2.

II.1.2.2 Rubber Internal Mixer

This test (4 i was carried out at a rubber tyre factory
situated near Delhi. The internal rubber mixer mines natural
rubber, carbon and some chemicals at high shearing forces to
provide the main starting material for tyre manufacture. This
causes heating and the temperature rises to about 150 deg C in
the mixer. A chilled water jacket cools the mixer. The batch
mixing of 200 kg is complete in about 2 minutes. Water droplets
sometimes noticed in the mixture were attributable either to
leaks in the coolant circuit or to inherent moisture in the
feedstock.

Connecting the coolant system to a temporary 2000 litre
capacity tank? injecting about 100 mCi of Br-82 as NH.Er into the

tank and monitoring 6 batches of the product (sample size: 25 kg*
for radioactivity, it was conclusively proved that the coolant
system was not leaking. The sensitivity of the technique was
demonstrated by introducing a small amount (1 litre) of labelled
water directly into the feed and monitoring the product for
radioactivity. The level of radios.ct ivity indicated that even if
50 ml of water had leaked from the coolant, it would have been
detected.



11.2 Blockage Location

Blockages occur- in industrial systems for a variety of
reasons, obstructing the free flow of materials. In pipelines*
blockages occur due to inadvertent introduction of foreign
materials during construction and due to scaling on walls during
operation. Radiotracers offer elegant approaches for easy
location of blockages. The actual design of the test mould depend
on the specific nature of the problem. Two examples are given
here •

11.2.1 Location of Blockages in Pipelines

Tracer method is particularly suited to buried pipelines
since the alternatives such as radiometry are possible for
overground pipelines. In the tracer method, a small sealed source
(about 0-1 to 1 mCi) of a gamma emitter like cobalt-60 or
cesium-137 is loaded into a "pig", introduced into the pipeline
and is pushed along by air or water pressure. The progress of the
Pig is monitored by radiation detectors located at suitable
trenches along the pipeline. Non-arrival of the pig at any point
indicates blockage upstream of that point.

The tracer method was applied for detection of blockages
in a 17 km long aviation turbine fuel ''ATF) pipeline between a
petroleum refinery and the storage terminal at Bombay airport.
During precommission ing trials, it utas found that the pipeline
was blocked at several points because of extraneous materials
left inside during construction. The tracer test enabled speedy
detection of the blockages at low cost.

The same procedure was used to locate the interface
between ATF and water ahead of it at the time of final
commissioning of the line.

11.2.2 Nitric Acid Toiuer

A nitric acid tower at an explosives factory developed a
blockage obstructing free flow of distilled water. Samples drawn
from different levels in the tower indicated a blockage between
the trays 12 & 20 (fig.5).

For the purpose of the tracer test, the tower was emptied.
Distilled water input from the top and air inlet from the bottom
were started just before injecting 10 mCi of Br-82 as NH Er

through the nozzle available at the 20th tray. Radiation
monitoring was then carried out continuously at each tray
position using shielded scintillation detectors. The .tracer
profiles given in fig.6 clearly indicate that the outlet of tray
no. 15 was blocked. Thii. information avoided opening the entire



tower for examination. It mas opened at the 15th tray position
for speedy remedial measures.

II.3 Location of Mater Seepage Zones in Oil Uells

Cementation behind casings in oil wells is intended to
isolate oil and water bearing rones in oil fields. Poor
cementation can cause channeling behind casings resulting in
water being mixed up with the oil. All efforts are made to locate
such channels and seal them.

Radiotracers &re commonly used to locate channeling. A
gamma ray logging tool coupled with a tracer injector is used in
such investigations.

After obtaining a background gamma ray log in the
suspected well, an adsorbable gamma tracer (like iridium-192 as
Na._,IrCl, in HC1 ) is injected at the suspected channel position.

The well is then washed by replacing the well fluids atleast
three times and then a final gamma ray log is taken. High gamma
intensity will be recorded along the channel, if one is present.

Fig. 7 shows the background and final gamma ray logs
obtained in a radiotracer test (5) of a wel] in South Gujarat
field. The s. p and resistivity logs sr& also included in the
figure.

The well was producing gas around 25,000 m /day from H_,
layer, but ceased to flow after 9 years. Since the estimated
reserves far exceeded the cumulative production from the well,
channeling was suspected and the isotope tracer •. .irvey was
carried out.

The tr&cer test indicated channeling between the gas
layer and water layer H . The channel was then sealed by
squeezing cement slurry ancT the well started to produce again.

A similar approach is used in water injection wells where
water is lost to thief zones. In the Peoples' Republic of China ,
over 4000 such tests are reported to have been carried out using
Barium-131 labelled microspheres as the radioactive tracer.

Ill Tracer Methods Based on Mass Balance and Flow Models

Here we aim at discussing the tracer methodologies
intended for a quantitative characterisation of the dynamics of
flow processes in industrial systems. This is based on tracer
input-output correlations with the flow characteristics (fig.8)
such as the mean velocity, flow rate, axial and longitudinal
dispersion, mixing etc.



"Mass balance" i.e the mass of both tracer and bulk flow
entering the system are totally accounted for at the outlet is
not sufficient to make tracer input—ouput correlations. It is
also necessary that the tr&cer flaw pattern be identical to that
of the bulk flow at the inlet itself <condition of good mixing;.

The mass balance concept (with good mixing) is sufficient
to determine such flow characteristics as mean velocity, flow
rate and batch mi*ing. However for the charactrisation of
dispersion in continuous flow systems* we need to use suitable
flow models.

III.l Mass Balance

III. 1.1 Flow Measurement

A large percentage of radiotracer tests carried out in
industrial systems appear to pertain to measurement of fluid flow
rates for one reason nr + he other. It could either be for
calibration or recalibration 0* in^tailed flow meters or as B
primary method wherever there are no flaw rasters or *O'
trouble—shoot ing in industrial systems. The tracer mp'rhorJs 3F

flow measurement s.re either based on trs.cer dilution or o-~-
transit time measurement.

III. 1.1.1 Tracer Dilution Methods

Let a tracer of mass IT. be injected into a system of flow
rate Q. The tracer concentration-time '• c-t' response 'f ig.9' s +
any point downstream is related to the mass of tracer injected as

m = JJC (c< t irjt ]vdT f 1 1

cfcT is an elemental cross-section of flow

If complete mining of the tracer is achieved at the point
of measurement, we have • dO/'Q) = (dm/m). We can then simpl 1 fy
equation (1) to

<J = vd<r =

since | c(tidt
cross-sect ion.

1c(t)dt
will be

(2:

constant at any point 1 n the

If is the mean concentration of all the samples
collected over a priod of time t, then /c(t)dt = c t and

1 m
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m
0 = <3>

c t
m

The above equation is particularly useful for an
instantaneous input of the tracer or in principle for any
arbitary input function. This is called the Tracer integration
Method of flam measurement.

On the other hand? if we make a continuous injection of
the tracer of concentration C at a constant input flow rate q and
measure the the tracer concentration c during the plateau period
t (fig. 10) at a point datunswtream where complete mixing is
achieved? we can show by mass balance? far q < ••' Q

qC = Qc or Q = (qC/'c) (4)

This is called the Constant Rate Injection Method.

III.1.2 Transit Time Method of Flow Measurement

In many industrial systems such as pipelines? it is
usually not possible to take samples and in such cases we use
this transit time method (also called pulse velocity method1

taking advantage of the unique detectabi 1 i ty of- gamma emitting
tracers from outside the system. Here an instantaneous injection
of the tracer is made at crass-section and two detectors
placed at and downstream record the passage of the tracer
(fig. 11). If complete mixing of the tr&cer is achieved by the
time the tracer reaches , t is the mean transit time between

and and V is the volume of the system between the two
points? then we have

0 = (V/t ). (5)
m

Though the method is called Transit time or Pulse velocity
method? it is in fact based on the mean residence time of the
tracer between two given cross-sections (6).

III.1.1.3 Examples of Flow Measurement

Test of Haste Heat Boiler

Charlton et al (3) described th<=» use of the pulse velocity
method to investigate the cause of recurrent tube failure in a
waste heat boiler (fig.12). Velocity of flow and hence the volume
flow rate in each take-off (AB, CD etc) was separately measured.
In each case a pulse injection of an aqueous tracer (Na-24 as
sodium carbonate solution) w-as made upstream of the feed pump.



The velocity in each take-off was measured by the two detector
system as shown an the figure. The results clearly indicated that
the distribution of water flout in the six take-offs was uneven,
with the last two IJ &• KL taking excessively high quantity of
water and the first four correspondingly starved. This tube
dry-out was precisely the cause of the oroblem and subsequent
modifications made on the geometry of the pipe-work helped tc
greatly reduce the frequency of failure.

Calibration of Flow deters

Tfiis is an area of large application of the transit time method
of flow measurement. In many industries with on-line computers
for process control, the need for reliability of flow data has
greatly increased. For several reasons the installed flow meters
appear to need recalibration at regular intervals to ensure their
measurement accuracies.

Kurten (7) deescribed the use of the pulse velocity method
for the calibration of magnetic flow meters at three different
paper mills.

The flow measurements were made using an aqueous solution

of NH "Er as the tracer. The tracsr was injected instantaneously
into the pipe, usually immediately upstream of a pump and the
tracer concentration pulses were recorded at two points
sufficiently downstream to ensure complete mining of the tracer,
E Q < 5 ) was used to calculate the flow rate in the pipeline. The
measurement was repeated four or five times and the mean value
was compared with the flow meter reading. The procedure was
repeated for different fiom rates within the working range of the
flow meters. The difference between t̂ e? flow meter reading Q and

the tracer-measured flow rat© Q T i. © Qc - q -/\Q was used to

build a calibration line by linear regression. One such
calibration is shown in fig.13. The experience of the author was
that the the flow meters were fairly stable for long periods,
but suddenly changed giving a different calibration slope. The
overall deviation of the flow meter reading varied between -207.
to +3(2% compared to the t^acsr- measurement (error : about 0.5"/:).
The flow fneter accuracy was not as good as claimed.

Testing a long distance pipeline

Recently the 200 km long Bombay off-shore crude oil
pipeline was tested for any loss of volume due to waxy deposits.
Transit time from Bombay High to the on-shore terminal at Uran
was determined using paradibromobenzene labelled with Br-82 as
the radiotracer. This transit time was compared with what was



expected from the flam rate and the cross-section of the
Pipeline. The results indicated that the pipeline was free from
any deposits.

III.1.2 Material Inventory

Radioisotooe j u u t i o n method based on mass balance
provides an elegant techrique for "al---. ng material inventory in *
closed or recirculat 1ng system wherp other conventional methods
may not be practicable. rhe main adv.an* ages of the radiotrjcet
method &re that the D^ncedure can ne carried out en-stream
without shuttIng-down t' s> ol?nt and *h<? amount of tracer added
i=. negligible compare" tc the D U l k ma tor i a - r, the system.

In this method, a • ad I a tracer a* mass m and specific
activity C 'Bq'Q' is added to the bull- and is allowed to mi

thoroughly. At t|-,e end of the m i :•: i • 9 period an aliauot of- the
bulk is taken and 1 t =. soec 1 ' 1 c activity c_ is determined. From

mass balance and tracer osiance •'or: •• 1 :erst;ons. the m.9 = <= M o* 1"he>
~".-H- can be determines '' on

1 M + in • c = TI " ~"

M = mC ( C c • - ; • 8

III.1.2.1 Mercury Inventory in Electrolytic Cells

This 1 =• Dfobo-'j. - the mo= ' commoi> applica rio; of the
isotope dilution method. '. n canst i.1 sOfls plants and tor chlorine
production, brine is e . •?•" ' • ".-i-jsed using flowing mercury as t^e
-athode and carbon a?. ' '•(? innde . '"'• om cor.-s 1 der a 13 or - of t.1.̂
economics of the process and en* j • .-nmeni-al PO", '. u.Mon it ; ^
necessary to take inventor J cif mercury .•=+• regular

The conventional ar*v1 metr 1c method of mercury inventory
involves shutting—down fhe olant. draining the mercury and
weighing. This causes los= of production, need? more manpower and
the method is not very accurate as some rfiercary usually remains
trapped inside the cells.

On the other hand, in the isotope dilution method,
radioactive elemental mercury (Hg-197 ov Hg-203) is injected info
an operating cell, allowed to mi thoroughly over a period of a
day or two and at regular interval 3 thereafter samples are taken
out for concentration measurement. Successive samples should show
same concentration Within counting <rt*. 11st i cs. Standard's
preparted from samples 0+ injected mercury are also counted along
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with the cell samples to avoid problems of radioactive decay and
instrumental drift. E Q '8) is then used to obtain the totaJ
quantity of mercury in each cell.

Hg-203 uiith a half-life of about
energy is the usually prefered tracer.
•Half-life s 2.7 days* Gamma s 77 keV>
the inventory has to be taken moce
obtainable varies from i ^o 1.5"/..

<+̂  days and 280 kev ga-^ma
The shorter lived Hg-197
is selected '4) whenever
frequently. The accuracy

111.2 Tracer Methodologies Based on Basic Flow Models

We have so far seen how the tracers can be used to measure
flow rates ana velocities of fluids in process system?;. It <-;, •-'
not matter to us as to what type of temporal distribution o1'
tracer molecules took place mi thin the systems. This isi however,
of large importance to the designer =ind operator of a orosecc I r.g
system since the distribution of time spent by a given group of
feed molecules in the system has a large bearing on the
of the final product and O P the economy of the process.

We can .'i~.ua
"piston flow" or "piug
the system at any time
system i.e

i.3-e two idea
f^ou<" in wrie
t -spend exactly the

conn,tjons. One is calleo
-.; j fhe molecules entering

t i m e T u n t h. I r •>•<•,•?

c ( t) - c
l o

t + T '

is the relationship be~uieen the
the tracer output concentration.

>' 9

tracer input concentrat ior an-1

The second ideal condition is Ceiled "completely mined
flow at all times". >, this, the input is completely mi.,ed
I nstantaneouly with the bull- in the processing system. Here the?
tracer output c(t' for an instantaneous trace*- input is

c (t) = c <O) s 10;'

where c(t) & c(0)
t=0 respectively,
process vessel.

are the output
0 is the flow

concentrations at any time t and
rs^? and V is the volume of the

In practice, however, the above ideal conditions are only
rarely achieved and the situation is usually -somewhere between
the two extremes<fig.14i <3>.

Before we itart discussing characterisation of flow
processes in terms of deviations from the above two, ideal
conditions, let us see what information we ran derive from the
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concentration - time response of a. system for a familiar
instantaneous injection,

III.2.1 Mean Residence Time (MRT)

It is desirable to define the average time a statistically
representative number of molecules spends in a processing system..
The centroid (first moment) af the concentration - time
distribution curve is defined as the Mean Residence Time 'MRT) of

the system. Thus

./MRT = t = ------s, (11)
c < t > t d t

(t )dt

This is usually compared with the theoretical mean
residence time

t ( t h ) = < W 0 i < 1 '": >
rii

Any deviation of t from t < t h > is an indication of some
dead volume within the system.

III.2.2 Variance

This is another important characteristic which dcescrioes
the spread of the distribution. This is obtained from the i.icon.1
moment of the c-t curve and is expressed îr

( t - t -i
oJ m'

I c
3

< t

3
This is particularly useful for matching experimental c--f

curves with a family cf theoretical curves.

s is called the s'^ndard deviation

One important and useful oroperty of t and of s"~ is that
they Are additive for a flow through a series o^ interconnected
vessels 1,2,3 etc. So

t = t ( l ) + t ( 2 ) + t < 3 1 +

T ff! H! !; (14;
s'" = s^'(l) + 5^(2) -i- s^t'3) +
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Let us now discuss two simple flow models which Are often
used to characterise <T flow process in terms of deviations from
the ideal plug or fullj- mined flow conditions.

111.2.3 Basic Flow Models

Any process system can be represented this way

Input X(t) (SYSTEM) : '"'utput r't)

The relationship of Y<t) with X (' t > is a characteristic of
the system. Any mathematical simulation of Y(t) for an input X >' t .
through an appropriate transfer function H(t) can yield valuable
information about the system.

The transfer function H(t) is defined as the response of
the system for a J-input' function • instantaneous injection o>
the tracer). So5 for a /-input of trBC&r

H ' t ) = Y ( t ) < 1 5 '-

A n y a r b i t a r y b u t k n o w n i n p u t f u n c t i o n X < t > c a n & e
considered as composed of n pulses occuring at T,, T_p, T ^ j ,
each of duration ZS T and amplitude X' T ) . J " ^

i

The response of the system for such an arbitary input can
be expressed in the following convolution integral form

Y < t > = I X < t ) H ( t - T ) d T
o

The upper limit of the integral is t since X<t> cannot
contribute to Y(t) if T t

The two basic models which are often used to obtain the
transfer function H(t) ore

1. Axial Dispersion Model

2. Tanks-in-Serles Model

111.2.3.1 Axial Dispersion Model

As the material passes through a vessel, it moves along
the longitudinal direction primarily by advection as well as it
tends to mix in the axial direction due to slippages, eddies
etc.7 anologous to molecular diffusion. This advection-dispersion
can be expressed by the following differential equation.
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where

3c
<?*•

- X — <-v
(17)

c is the concentration at a distance x from the input
and at time t

D is the axial dispersion coefficient and

u is the mean velocity of advective transport

For an instantaneous and planar injection at t=0 and x=0.
the solution for eq (17) has the form

c ( x, t)

A I 4"TCDt
exp C

-()< - Lit)'

4Dt
( IS)

where M is the mass of tr&c&r injected into the cross-section A
at the inlet

The right hand side of eq (18) is the transfer function
H(t) which is appropriately used in eq <16) for modelling the
process. The model parameter normally used is the non-dimensional
Peclet number P = <ux/D)

It can be shown that

CO for plug flow

for fully mixed flow

Tne numerical value of P
process represents the degree or
either of the ideal conditions.

obtained in
deviation of

the model fitting
the process fron.

It is often difficult to apply the simple solution given
in eq (18) since the boundary conditions sre not usually
satisfied, particularly in the case of closed vessels. Numerical
methods have been attempted in such cases <8).

111.2.3.2 Tmnks-in-Series Model

This is the other one parameter model most widely used to
simulate flow processes. Here we view the fluid passing through a
series of perfectly mixed tanks of equal volume v. It is easier
to simulate the c-t curves with this model since problems of
proper boundary conditions and methods of tracer- injection ana
measurement do not disturb.



Input—

15

•Output

For a J -input ^unction at the input of the first tani-
the analytical solution for the concentration c,,'ti in the n r

tank is given by

(0)

(' 0 1 •' v ' n x <3 ' ' ' v

, n - 1 •

(191

inhere c (0) is the concentration in the first tank at time t=0

RHS in ea (19, is the transfer function H<t> which is
appropriately used in ea .16' for c>""/e fitting. It can be show,
that

co for plug flow

1 fov fully mii-eo f ] ow

As in the earlier model, the numerical /slue of n obtained
in curve fitting using this model represents the degree rf
deviation of the process from either of t^e ide*. conditions.

It can be shoiur 'hat
'•he following equivalence-:

the two models when applicable

P = Z'n
e

III.2.3.3 Examples of Application

Sugar Crystal 1

•- 2 0

In continuous sugar cryscai1isers, it is desirable to
obtain as near a plug f 1 ow *s possible with complete lateral
mixing. Smith et si vi£V describe model based interpretation of
radiotracer data obtained from a continuous crystalliser
installation. Fig. 15 shows the layout of seven crystal liset" units

(each 26 m ) connected in series. Initially ail the crystal 1isers
were equipped with reciprocating stirrers and the Performance of
the installation was poor from the point of view of heat-
transfer. On an experimental basis , the stirrer in the sixth
crystalliser was changed to the conventional rotating type and
the heat transfcer efficiency improved. A radiotracer test wa<s-
carried out to characterise the flow process in the digestor
units with different type of stirrers.



About 20 mCi a*1 iodine-131 as aqueous iodide was first
mixed with 1 litre • of viscous sugar crystal slurry and
instantaneously injectec with compressed air into crystalliser
no.5. Lead shielded Nal scintillation detectors monitored the
passage of the tracer at the outlets of crystal 1isers 5,6 and 7.

A modified form a-iai dispersion model <eq.l8) was used
to simulate the c-t curve obtained a' the outlet of crystal 1 i se-r
No.5(fig.16>. The modification was necessitated by the double -
peak response. It is assumed that there were two flow chAnnpis
a & b carrying tracer quantities M &. M

a
M + M. = M
a b

Mc(x,t) = M c <x,a a

Assuming a
modification for the a'
curve obtained using th
same fig.16.

ta

t > -t- M . c , •: ::, t •b b

L' -input function and using the above
iai dispersion model* the best fitting
least ~,ana"*?s method is plotted on the

In the case of cry=taI 1Iser L- the tracer input is not a
£ -function and hence the convolution integral (eq, 16' was used
to simulate the c-t cuy -e i»s =>'. :• a< n ir fig. 16. "Tracer data is
given in the following tet<\e.

Cr-y'ser
No

Sti rrer
Type

t
i m i n

5a Reci pro-
cat ing

: 00 380

5 b

Rotating

3?

.0 123 67

t is the fraction
split channels

of +"he tracer passing through each of the

Tt is seen that 'he flow process in crystalliser No.5 is
closer to plug flow compared io crystaljIser 6 which shows higher
mi sing. The dead volume mas a i so TiO'"e in no. 6. The st:>dy showed
that the change-over to ratal . r,Q f-^pe I'-i-irTi rec i orocst I ng ;-ype
ij.iould lead to un accent able cNmiqes in f 1 oin oa f terns.
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RTD in Precalcinator

A radiotracer study wsas recently carried out in a cement
plant in India to investigate the residence time distribution of
raw feed in a precalcinatar. Two seoarate experiments were
carried out, one with reactor irradiated ram feed as the tracer
(.mainly Na-24) and the second using ram feed surface labelled
with La-140. Fig.17 shows the sketch of the precalcinator and
fig. 18 shows the c-t curve obtained with the irradiated r-aui feed
as well as the model simulations. The data obtained ar= a*
follows:

Mean Residence Time

Standard Deviation

Peclet No,

No. of Tanks

Na

9 .

4 .

1

.—

3

4

4

8

2 4

s e c

s e c

La-140

9.9 sec

5.2 sec

12

7

The special feature of the experiment was the measurement
of such a short residence time as 10 seconds. To da this the
detectors were connected ta a specially built data aquisition
system which accumulated counts in every 0.1 sec duration and
stored the data for later retrieval. Both the tracers yielded
similar results and model simulations show considerable
back-mixing in the precaicinator.

IV Conclusions

From the foregoing it is clear that radioactive tracers
have a unique role to play in industrial trouble-shooting,
particularly for location of leaks and blockages and also in
studies on industrial process kinetics. They also find extensive
application in flow measurements and for mercury inventory in
electrolytic cells. The amounts of radioactivity used in most of
the studies are so small that they do not pose any undue hazard.

The simple models discussed in this paper are not always
applicable to more complicated systems. Advanced models which
take into account exchanges between "dead" and "flow" zones and
recirculation, if any as well as models for variable flow
processes have also been developed.
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Figure 13. Calibration regression lines obtained for
a magnetic flow meter.

Calibration lines; (a) hQ. = 0.1 dm3/sec -0.034 QT

(b) AQ = 0.1 drr,3/sec +0-042 QT
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